Abstract. We consider an n-dimensional integration rule Rt n of degree 2t -1 and of hypercubic symmetry. We derive theorems which set a lower bound in terms of n and t on the number of function evaluations such a rule requires. These results apply to spaces of integration which have hypercubic symmetry. In certain cases this bound is very close to the number of points required by a known rule.
1. Introduction. In previous papers (Lyness [1] , [2] , [3] ), referred to as Parts I, II, and III, respectively, we considered in detail a certain type of n-dimensional symmetric integration rule R(n) of hypercubic symmetry suitable for integration over an n-dimensional hypercube. The rule Ä<n) may be expressed in terms of basic n-dimensional rules (RjCn) defined in Part I, (1.1) RM = I^/n), £<^0.
We express this relation by stating that R(n) includes the basic rule (R<(n>. In Part III we constructed high-dimensional rules of degree 2t + 1 which required as few function evaluations as we could conveniently arrange.
The construction of economical high-dimensional integration rules of particular degree is an intricate problem. A common procedure is to write down a composite rule R(n) which contains sufficient undetermined parameters and then to write down the nonlinear equations
where / is in turn one of a set of polynomials (the elements of $¡+1 of Lyness [2, Section 4] ). These simultaneous nonlinear equations are difficult to solve and it may easily happen that the form of Rw is such that there are no solutions to these equations. In this paper we establish certain theorems which give information about the form of R(n) and so reduce the likelihood of fruitless attempts to solve sets of simultaneous nonlinear equations which have no solution. We illustrate the type of theorem in the following rather trivial example. We might search for a two-dimensional integration rule of degree 5 by insisting on using as evaluation points only points for which | a;x | = | x21. In the notation of Lyness This result could be stated in the form that all two-dimensional rules of degree 5 must include a basic rule <R(a, ß) with a ^ ß. It also shows that the number of points required by a two-dimensional rule of degree 5 of hypercubic symmetry is equal to or greater than the smallest possible v((R(a, ß)) which is 4.
In this paper we establish several theorems which place restrictions of the above type on the form of an n-dimensional rule R¡+\ of hypercubic symmetry and of degree It + 1. To do this we classify into sets the basic rules (R<n> and show that Rt+l must include members of certain sets or combinations of sets. The proofs of these theorems follow the same lines as the proof of the result stated above, but are of course more complicated.
Sets and Classes of Basic
Rules. An n-dimensional basic rule may be written in the form
where the a,-are s distinct nonzero coordinates and the nf are positive integers arranged so that Finally we define
where R and 72 are in different classes. The values of v(a) may be calculated using the formulas given in Section 5 of Part I. We find in particular
We also find KPÖ}) = K'tf) = min (2*("), 2") = J p(p<-)) = J min (¿ 2* M , n 2") These inequalities indicate that in constructing a rule 72 we should avoid if it is possible the use of basic rules from the sets pt$ as we may use up to i -1 different rules from the set o-l"' instead at a lower cost in terms of number of points. We should also avoid as far as possible rules from sets pi"' with large i. The theorems of the next section indicate how far it is possible to do this if the rule 72<n> is to be of degree 2i + 1. 3 . Bounds on v( §,i+l). We define the set si+ï as the set of all n-dimensional integration rules of hypercubic symmetry of degree 2i + 1. In this section we statet a set of theorems which together place a lower bound on ?(SÍ"Í). For n > t, this bound is relatively close to the number of points required by known integration rules. 3. An n-dimensional rule R(t+\ of degree 2t + 1 includes a basic rule of the set p,("i, where t' = min (n, t).
Before going on to the next theorem, we emphasize the importance of this theorem for n > t. Using only the results that and that the rule has hypercubic symmetry, we have shown that P(r&) > Kpi.ï') = min (2'^), 2").
This number may be large. In Part III we obtained a rule Wtm which requires 26,921 function evaluations. This rule satisfies when / is any of the twelve elements of $4<16). However, to satisfy this equation when/ is the element x\ x2 x% x4 requires 21,840 points. Although we cannot strictly state that particular points belong in any sense to particular functions, in this case it is correct to infer that, but for having to satisfy this one equation, we could satisfy the remaining eleven equations using less than 5,200 points. Thus, in this example (n = 15; t = 4) we see that Theorem 3.3 gives a bound which is 80% of the lowest known value, and that this 80% of the points arise from having to satisfy one of the twelve defining equations. This bound is the one listed in Table   1 of Part II.
The remaining theorems are of the same type as this theorem. Their effect is to raise the lower bound on p(S<+i)-Theorem 3.4. An n-dimensional rule R¡+{ of degree 2t + 1, t ^ 4, includes a basic rule of the set pi\2, where t' -min (n, t -2). Theorem 3.5. An n-dimensional rule RJ+\ of degree 2t + 1 which includes no basic rule from the set pt-l.t either includes two rules of different classes from the set Tí-í.i or includes one or more rules of the class (R(0)B_**öl(a), if there exists an integer s = t -1 + k(n -t + 1) > i, where and the value of k in Theorem 3.5 is the ratio of the first to the third of these. We are interested in regions of integration symmetric under the interchange of coordinates, so it follows that
Since the integrand in each case is non-negative definite, the above inequalities may be relied upon. The value of k does affect the number of points required. In the case of integration over a hypercube, we have fc-f
In the case of integration over an infinitely extended region with weight function exp [-"52 x¿2] (see Stroud and Secrest [5] or Lyness [4] ), we find fc = i 4. A Lower Bound on F(S((ii). Theorems 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 may be used to set a bound on the number of points required by R¡+\. Considering the cases in which n è t ^ 4 only, we find that these theorems may be combined to yield Theorem 4.1. An n-dimensional rule R¡+i (n ^ t ^ 4) of degree 2t + 1, either (a) includes a basic rule of the set p¡% , or (b) includes a basic rule of the set äff, and one of the set pí-i.s, or (c) includes a basic rule of the set <ri," , one of the set a'i-n, and one of the set P<-2,2, each rule being in a different class, or (d) includes a basic rule of the class (R(0)n_**(R(a)' and one of the set p¡-\¿ ; here s = t -1 + k(n -t + 1) and must be an integer > i.
The bound may be found as follows. We set This may be expressed explicitly in terms of n and t using the expressions given in Section 2; however, the expanded equation is unwieldy.
If n 2$> t, we find (4.6) p(St(;í)>2'(^+2<-1(^1) + «-2)2'-2(í^2). .
This may be compared with the one-parameter system Wi+\, described in Sections 6 and 8 of Part III. There (4.7)^i ) = 2'(^)+2-(í:1)+a-i)2«-2(í:2)
+ terms of lower degree in n
The closeness of this lower bound (4.5) to the number of points used by previously published rules for integration over a hypercube is indicated in the 
